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1. INTRoDUCT10~ 
The purpose of the present paper is to further develop the local-in-time 
existence and uniqueness theory for the Vlasov-Maxwell system of 
equations. The system under consideration is 
g+o.v+(E+rrxB).Yf=O (l.la) 
f(O)=fo 
$-VxR=h+fdv (l.lb) 
g+VxE=O 
E(O) = &, B(O) = &I, 
where 
V.E,= -4n s fodv, V.B,=O (l.lc) 
E= (E,, 6, E,), B=(B,, B,, B,) 
x = (x, 1 x2, x3), u = (v,, v2, 4). 
This nonlinear system of equations is of fundamental importance in the 
kinetic theory of plasma. It is comprised of a transport equation (l.la) for 
a phase space distribution function, f, combined with Maxwell’s equations 
( I .I b) and ( 1. Ic) for the electric and magnetic fields E and B. It can be 
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shown easily that given initial conditions ( 1.1~) the solution to (1.1) 
satisfies the additional equations 
V.E= -4n fdv, V.B=O for t>O. 
A local-in-time existence and uniqueness theorem for system (1.1) has 
already been given [6,7]. The proof of this theorem depends on a theorem 
of Kato for linear symmetric hyperbolic systems of equations [S]. Kato’s 
development relies on the theory of semigroups as applied to abstract 
evolution equations and to get a strict solution to system (1.1) using this 
theory it is necessary to bound five L, derivatives on R,. In this paper a 
theory is developed specifically for a linear transport equation of the type 
(l.la) and which is based on more elementary methods than Kato’s 
semigroup theory. With the use of this linear theory it is then shown that 
solutions to the nonlinear problem (1.1) are obtained locally in time by 
bounding only three L, derivatives on R,. In addition, the solution that is 
produced on R, has the Sobolev imbedding qualities of the space H3(R3). 
In particular, the solution is a strict solution to the problem. 
At the time of the writing of this paper some other results on the 
Vlasov-Maxwell system were also obtained. A local existence and uni- 
queness proof similar to the one in this paper, but making a somewhat dif- 
ferent use of the Sobolev imbedding theorem, has been given by Degond 
[3]. A strictly classical analysis has been carried out by Glassey and 
Strauss [4]. Here the authors have obtained the significant result that one 
can get pointwise estimates (and hence strict solutions at least locally in 
time) without bounding higher L, derivatives. They also show that 
solutions to the problem are obtained for large time once a priori estimates 
on the velocities in the system are known. Also, a local-in-time existence 
and uniqueness theorem has been given by Asano [l]. Here the author 
uses weighted norms and a Banach scale to obtain solutions on unbounded 
domains in phase space. 
2. NOTATIONAL AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Let R, denote n-dimensional Euclidean space, phase space. In the 
notation that follows it is assumed that the functions are vector (or scalar) 
valued defined on R, valued in R,. Reference to the specific range space is, 
however, suppressed. 
For a set A 5 R, we define 
C(Akthe class of bounded, continuous functions on A. 
Ck(A tthe subset of C(A) having k derivatives of class C(A). 
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C&A )-the subset of C(A) containing functions whose support in A is 
compact. 
Ct(A )-defined similarly. 
For a multiindex a = (~1~) a2 ,.,., LX,), 
For the vector x= (X ,,..., x,) 1x1 =I;=, Ix;\. Thus Ial =C;= 1 M~. We define 
L,(A)-the Banach space of the pth integrable function defined on A. 
The norm on L,(A) is 
II .f II L,,(A) = 
W,,,(A)-the Banach space of functions, J defined on A such that 
D”fe L,,(A) for each multiindex a such that (a( <k. The norm on W,,,(A) 
is 
Thus W,,,(A) = L,(A). If p = 2 we denote W,,,(A) = Hk(A), the Sobolev 
space of square integrable functions with k square integrable derivatives. 
Thus @(A) = L,(A). For the norm on L, we use 
llfll = lIfllo=(c, lu12)‘i2 
and on Hk we use 
l,fllx=( c llDYl12)“2~ 
121 -Gk 
Finally, 
L, [0, T; H”(R,)]-the set of integrable functions such that 
41, .I E H”(R,), vt. 
C[O, T; H”(R,)]-the set of functions which are continuous mappings 
of t into H”(R,). 
Some lemmas are now given which will be used in the text that follows. 
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LEMMA 2.1 (Sobolev). (a) Ifs < n/2 then H”(R,) c LJR,) for any p with 
l/2 -s/n < l/p 6 l/2. The constant c(s, n) exists such that for f e H”, 
llfll 4(Rn) 6 c(s3 nf /If i/s. 
(b) Zf s > n/2 then H”(R,) c Ck(R,) for k=s- [n/2] - 1. The con- 
stant c(s, n) exists such that for f E H’, 
Proof See [l, p. 97; 5, p. 1831. 
The next lemma is a generalization of [S, Lemma 2.15, p, 185-J. 
LEMMA 2.2. Each closed ball in WJR,) is a complete metric space 
under the metric induced by the L, norm. 
Proof: We show that if I/D%, IIL, d 1 for each c1 such that /cl1 <k, 
1) u, - u 11 L, + 0 as n + co, then u E WJR,) and 11 D% II L, < 1 for each CI 
such that Ial dk. Let u E Cz(R,). It follows that 
s & D”u,,ud IlD”~,ll~~ II~IL,$ II~IIL,~ 
‘+L1, Ial 6 k. 
P 4 
Thus shifting the derivatives from U, to u and taking the limit as n + co, 
one gets 
Since this is true for each u E Cg( R,) it follows that D”u E L&R,) and 
IlD”u II Lp G 1. 
3. CLASSICAL LINEAR THEORY 
We consider the following first-order linear partial differential equation 
~+u.V,f+(a+uxb).V,f=0 
(3.1) 
f (0) =fo 
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x=(x1,x2,x3), v = (Vl, 02, 03 1 
a 
'G 
a= (a,, a2, a,), b=(b,,b2,b3) 
ai = a,(x, t), b, = b;(x, t). 
It is assumed that a, b E C[O, T; H3(R,)]. 
(3.2) Ibll,, llbll3dM Vt E [0, T]. 
By Lemma 2.1 this implies that 
a, b, a,, b,,E C(R3 x PA Tl) 
and that there is a constant c such that 
Ial, l%,I Gc llall3-44=~ 
VI, Ib.,I Gc IIbll,dcM=M b’t~ [0, T]. 
The following theorem gives a result on classical solvability of Eq. (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f. E CA( R6), a, b E C[O, T; H3( R3)]. The solution to 
Eq. (3.1) exists and is unique us an element of C’( R, x [0, T]). 
Proof. The characteristic system for (3.1) is 
dx -=vi 
At 
(3.3) 
dv- 
;i;l= (a + vxb),, x;(O) =x0,, Vi(O) = vo,. 
Since a, b, a,,, b,E C(R, x [0, T]) it can be shown that the solution to this 
system exists and is unique as a continuously differentiable function of 
.x0, vO, and t. 
We denote the solution 
x = x(x,, uo, t), v = v(x,, 00, t). (3.4) 
The solution to (3.3) gives therefore for each t the one-to-one mapping of 
&--+R, 
(x0, vo) -+ (x, 0). 
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It can be shown that this mapping has Jacobian one. Let 
x0 = x,(x, 0, f), uo = vo(x, v, t) 
be the inverse functions to (3.4) defined for each (x, v) E R, and t E [0, T]. 
The functions x,(x, v, t) and v,(x, v, t) are continuously differentiable in x, 
v, and t. The mapping of R, -+ R, for each t given by 
(4 v) -+ (x0, uo) 
also has Jacobian of one. The unique solution to (3.1) for t E [0, T] is given 
by 
./lx, v, 1) =,f”(xo(& v> 11, vo(x, v, t)). 
We obtain the following bounds on the classical solution. A bound on 
the support: Let us assume the constant R, such that 
SUPP.~O = {t-x, ~'11 I4 6 Ro, Iv1 d Ro} (3.5) 
and solve the characteristic system (3.3). The unique solution to this system 
is denoted 
Let 
0 h -h, 
B(t)= h, 0 -h, 
i 1 h, -h, 0 
Let 17(t) = am and similarly for ti( I). It follows that the equation for the 
velocities is 
Hence 
Iv(t)1 d IV(O)1 + j; la(t)1 + IB(t)l IV(tO dt. (3.6) 
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Let P(x, u)=C 121~1 
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Q(t) = suppf(x, 0, t) 
and define 
g(t) = sup P(x, 0) = sup %C%, %I, r), 4x0, u0, r)). 
a(r) G(O) 
Using the fact that 
Ics(t)l 6 3R, IWf)l =2x lb,l <61tl for O<t<T 
it follows from (3.6) that g(t) satisfies the inequality 
g(,)<R,+6R!-‘(1 +g(r])dt. 
0 
The solution is 
g(t) 6 R, fP”’ + (e6Ar - 1). 
Thus for 0 6 t 6 T there is a constant 
R(T) < R, e6MT + (e6AT - 1) 
such that 
l4XO> 00, t)l<R(T)=R for (x0, ro) E suPPf0. 
(3.7) 
That is, 
su~pf(t)c ((~7 ~11 I4 <RI. 
A bound on the derivatives: We assume the constant MO such that 
If0 I> IfO,,l? Ifo,,l <MO> i= 1, 2, 3. (3.8) 
Along a characteristic curve (x(x,, uo, t): u(x,, uo, t)) (solution to (3.3)) it 
can be shown that the derivatives off satisfy the system of ODES 
ifx,tt) = - 2 ta + uxb)j.y,(t)fu,(t) 
j= 1 
$fu,C’) = -fx,Ct)- i ta + uxb)jb,(t)f,(f). 
/=l 
HerefJf) =f&4xo, uo, t), 4x,, uo, t), t) 
(3.9) 
ax,(t) =%,(x(x,, uo, f), t) 
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and similarly for other functions of z. Let 
w(t) = C~~,(,,(t),...,f”,(t)lT. 
Then (3.9) can be put into a form 
$ w(t) = A(t) w(t) 
A(t) = b&n ij=l 6. ,..., 
The functions a,.Jt) are continuous in t and if one assumes that 
(x0, ~ESUPP~ then 
la;.,(t)l < 2MR( T) = 2&?R, 
R = R(T) = the constant in (3.7). 
Thus 
Iw(t)l 6 Iw(O)l + j-’ IA( I40 di 
0 
IA( = C la,(i)l < 36(2ii;IR)= 72 flR. 
Hence 
Iw(t)l d I w(O)1 e72AR’ < lw(O)l e72iiiRT 
We thus have a constant 
L(T) < 6A4, e72ART 
such that 
I 
af af - 
II I axi , , z <L(T)=L for O<tGT. 
4. L, ESTIMATES 
(3.10) 
We now prove some lemmas that give L, estimates for the solution to 
(3.1). In what follows some additional assumptions about the initial data 
are made. In addition to being of class CA(R,) it is further assumed that 
foE w6,2(&)n H3(R6). 
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Let 
II fo II Lg. 2 6 N1 (4.1) 
Ilfo 1136N2. (4.2) 
LEMMA 4.1. In Eq. (3.1) let a, bE C[O, T; H3(R6)] and have the bounds 
(3.2), letf,e CA(R,) n W,,JR6) and have the bounds (3.5), (3.8), (4.1). Then 
for each t E [0, T] the solution f to (3.1) is of class TV,, Z(R6) and the con- 
stant K(T) exists such that 
IIf(t)ll ~6.2 d K( 0. 
Proof Let CI be a multiindex, 1~~1 = 2. We proceed to differentiate for- 
mally Eq. (3.1) and note that D” can refer to differentiation with respect to 
both x and v: 
;(Dxf)+wV,(D’f)+(a+vxb).V,(D~)= - c D’(v).V,(D”f) 
lr( = I 
- , ; 1 Wa + vxb) .V,Wf), r+s=a. (4.3) 
r 
Multiplying by (D”f )“- ’ and integrating over R, one obtains 
; i Wf)” = -P 1 [ D’(v) ~V.xUV-WY)“-l 
lrl = 1 
-P, 
r 
;I j D’(a+uxb).V,(D’f)(D*f)“-‘. 
When (11 = 2, 
D’(a), D’(b) E H’(R,) Vt. 
By Lemma 2.1, 
and the constant c1 exists such that 
IID’(aNl L6 G ~1 IID’(a)ll 1 d cl II4 3 Q c, ~4 
llD’(b)ll L6 G ~1 llWb)ll1< ~1 llbll3 < ~1~4. 
4091127.‘1-8 
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We assume from (3.7) and (3.10) that 
and that 
for t E [0, T] 
SUPPSC {(x9 u) I loI 6 RI. 
Consider then a term on the right side of (4.3) for which 11-1 = 2, i.e., IsI = 0. 
Dr(a+uxh),~(D”f)n-’ (D’(a+uxb)l ID’f”fp-‘dxdu 
I 
516 ID’(a + uxb)16 Pf-I ~CP - 1115 
6-L cZ(R)max(llD’(a)ll,,, llWb)ll.,) 1 lD”f16’p-‘)/5 
( > 
5’6 
dLc,(R)c, max(llal13, lib/IX) J JDzf16’p-“/5 
( > 
5’6 
( 
j ID’f/- Iv5 
> 
5’6 <L c,(R) A4 
~~~c,(~)wlf/l5;‘IP~ s = 6( p - 1)/5. 
A term on the right side of (4.3) for which /rl = 1, IsI = 1 has the follow- 
ing bound: 
j,,, = i ) Dr(a + uxb),; (0”s) (D’f)“- ’ 1 du dx 
, 
<AC,(R) j I=@ 
i 
~hMc‘l(N llfllp,., 
and similarly 
J‘ I 
a 
/r/ = I D'(u,) axi (W)(W) 
lDl”fl”-’ 
p-’ db, Il.mp,,. 
Combining the above estimates and integrating (4.3) one obtains an 
inequality of the form 
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Summing over all multiindices a such that /aI = 2 and taking account of 
lower order differentiation we get the inequality 
Letting p = 6, then s = 6, 
The solution to this inequality is 
IIS l16L6,z d ll fo llt6.2 ehccR) ML’ f (ehC(R’ML’ - 1 ) 
If II Lb.? < 11 fi IIL~,~ ehC‘(R’ ML”6 + (ehCtR) MLt - 1 )“6. 
(4.4) 
Assume now that we replace the coefficients in (3.1) with a,, b,, the 
initial condition with fO.,, where a,,, b,,E Cr(R, x [0, T]), fo,,!c C,“(R,), 
and 
II a,, - 4 3 + 0, lb,, - hII3 -+ 0 Vr 
I fo,,! -fo I + 0, I% n - m I + 0 
II fcl. ,1 -hl II Lg.) + 0 
II a,, II 37 II b,, II 3 6 It a II 37 II4 3 
Ifb d Ifol3 IWO,,, I d IWO I 
II f0.a II k* d II fo II Lb.* . 
Let f, be the solution to (3.1) with coefficients a,, b,z and initial conditions 
fO, n. It is clear that f, +f in L, Vr and that 
If, /I Lo,> d 1) f& 1) L6,2 ehCcR’ MLt’6 + (ehCtR) MLf - 1 )“6. 
By Lemma 2.2, f E W,. z Vf and I) f II Lg,z satisfies (4.4). 
We can therefore let the constant K(T) in the statement of the lemma be 
K(T) = N, ehC(Rl MLTI6 + (ebWV MLT- 1)‘/6. 
Using the results of Lemma 4.1 we prove Lemma 4.2. 
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LEMMA 4.2. In Eq. (3.1) let a, b E C[O, T; H3(R3)] and have the bounds 
(3.2), let fOc CA(R,) n W&R,) n H3(R6) and have the bounds (3.5), (3.8), 
(4.1), (4.2). Then for each t E [0, T] the solution f to (3.1) is of class H3(R6) 
and the constant J(T) exists such that 
Proof: Let ~1, r, s be multiindices, Ic(l = 3, r + s = tl. We proceed to for- 
mally differentiate (3.1): 
$ (07) + u .V,(Dy) + (a + vxb) .V,(Dy) 
= - , z, D’(v) .V,(D’,f) - t Dr(a + uxb) 
i- lrl = 1 
Multiplying by D”f and integrating over R, one obtains 
;{[D:f12= -2 c {D’(v).V.,(DSf)D”f 
lrl = 1 
V,(D”f). (4.5) 
-2 1 Dr(a + vxb) .V,(Dsf) D”J 
jr1 = 1 
If Irl = 1 then 1.s =2 and 
I jD’(v).V,(D”f) D"f I Qc, Ilf ii:. 
Also for 101 d R (the bound in (3.7)), lD’(a + vxb)j d c,(R) H and 
Ii Dr(a + vxb) .V,(D”f) D”f d cZ(R) &? cl II ‘II:. 
If Irl = 3 then IsI = 0, IJf/ihiI <L(T) = L from the estimate (3.10). It 
follows that 
Dr(a+vxb),E.D”fj<L(j lD’(a + uxb), I 
r IUI <R 
‘)I’* (j ,D=j12)“* 
dLc3(R)(I1413+ Ilbl13) Ilf II3 
6 L c,(R) 694) II f II 3. 
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If Ir\ =2 then 1.~1 = 1 and 
Also 
From Lemma 2.1 
Dr(u), D’(h)= UR,J, 2~~~66. 
In particular, D’(a), D’(h) E L,(R,) and 
Also from Lemma 4,1, (a/au,) D.‘fg L6(R6) and 
Hence, 
IJ 
D~(~+~~~~i~(o7~D~f~~~~(R~(ll~ll,+ll~ll~~llflli.,,llf1l3 
I 
~c,(R)(W Kllfll,. 
Integrating (4.5) and using the above estimates one obtains an inequality 
of the form 
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Summing over CI and taking account of lower order derivatives we get the 
inequality of the form 
lIfll:~Ilfo Il:+c~~(llfll:-tl)di 
C = C( R, M, M, L, K). 
It follows that 
(Ilflli+ 1)G(llh II:+ l)eC’ 
lIfll~~llfoll~~C’+~~C’-~~ 
II f II 3 ,< II f. II 3 eCr12 + (eC’ - 1 )‘12. 
(4.6) 
Approximating a, b, f0 in Eq. (3.1) with appropriate sequences of C” 
functions one obtains a sequence of solutions {f, } such that 
II .f-fn II 0 + 0 
and 11 f,, II 3 has the appropriate bound, based on estimate (4.6). It therefore 
follows that f~ H3(R6) and Ilfj13 satisfies (4.6) for t E [0, T]. We can 
therefore let the constant J(T) in the statement of the lemma be 
.I( T) = N, ecTi2 + (ecT- l)“2. 
From Lemma 4.2 and the interpolation inequality 
l/gl/,dc IISII? Ilgll:,p”“, O<t<s, 
one obtains the next result. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let the conditions of Lemma 4.2 hold and let f be a solution 
to Eq. (3.1). Then f E C[O, T; H”(R,)] for s < 3. 
Proof Since f E C’(R6 x [0, T]) and since the support off is uniformly 
bounded for t E [0, T], then it is clear that 
f E ‘30, T; U&)1. 
From the interpolation inequality above for t, t’ d T and s < 3 
II.f(~)-f(t’)ll.s~c IIf(.f(t’)llf llf(t)-f(t’)ll:,~“‘3 
<c(~J(T))““~ I/ f(t)-f(t’)ll;-S’3. 
It therefore follows that 
f E CC@ T; W&t)1 for s<3. 
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5. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
We are now in a position to apply the preceding linear theory to prove 
a local-in-time existence and uniqueness theorem for the system (1.1). In 
order to identify the dimension of the underlying space the following 
refinement of previous notation is made: for f~ Hk(R,) the norm off is 
denoted 
Ilf /Ik,n. 
THEOREM 5.1. h the system (1.1) let SO E Ch(R,) n WL6,JR6) n H3(R,) 
and let EO, V, E H3(R3). Then there is a positive number T such that the 
solution, f, to (1.1) exists and is unique as an element of 
&CO, T; H3(&)1 n CL% Z H2(&)1. 
This solution has the following properties. 
f~ C’W, x CO, Tl) 
f~ W6,2W6) v't, 
Proof. The following bounds on the initial data are explicitly stated 
it f0 113, 6 < N 
suppf,c {k 41 I4dR bldR}. 
Given these bounds let D and A be defined as 
D = [h I h E H3(R6), llhll,, 6 < 2N, supp h = {(x, 0) l 1x1 < 2R, Iv1 < 2R)l 
A = L,[O, T; D] n C[O, T; H2(R6)]. 
A is a complete metric space under the metric defined as 
For h E A we solve Maxwell’s equation ( l.lb) with the integral involving 
f  on the right replaced by 
4n s vh dv. lul<ZR 
Let 
HJh](x, t)=4rrj- vih dv. 
loI< 2R 
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The functions Hi(x, t) are of class L, [0, r; H3(R3)] n C[O, r; H2(RJ)] and 
for each t E [0, T] 
II~iC~lll3,3 6 c,(R) /Vll3,6 G c,wcw 
c1 (R) = constant depending on R. 
Following the development in [6], Maxwell’s equations (l.lb) are written 
as a symmetric hyperbolic system. Let 
r= [E, BIT, Fo = C&l, &IT 
itChI= CH,, ff,, ff,, 0, 0, 01’. 
In terms of P and H the Eqs. (l.lb) take the form 
where the A, are symmetric constant matrices. From [S, Theorem I, 
p. 1891 it follows that the solution, P[h](x, t), exists and is unique as an 
element of 
C[O, T; H3(R3)] n C’[O, T; H2(R3)]. 
Further the constants M(T) = A4, C(T) = C exist such that 
II~C~lll3,3~f~~~M(~~=~ 
and 
(5.la) 
II YEhI- ~Chlllo, AtI < C s,’ Ilh - &,6 di Vte [0, T] (5,lb) 
E6, p. 401. 
We thus refer to the field E[h](x, t), B[h](x, t) as the field obtained by 
solving Maxwell’s equations with the right side formed with SEA. It has 
been shown that 
-Qhl, BChl E CC’% T; H3(R3)l 
IIEChlll3,3 9 II~C~III,, 3 GM TV [0, T]. 
Solving the transport equation (l.la) with the coefficients E[h], B[h] it 
follows from Theorem 3.1 that the solution, S, exists and is unique as an 
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element of C’(R, x [0, T]). From inequalities (3.7), (3.10) it follows that 
the time t, exists such that 
suppfc {(x, 0) 1 I-4 < 2R loI d 2R) 
If,, I, I j”X, I 6 L (constant) for 0 6 t 6 t,. From Lemma 4.2, f~ H3(R6), Vt, 
and from inequality (4.6) it is clear that the time t, 6 t, exists such that 
II f II3 G 2N for O<t<t,. 
From Lemma 4.3 it follows that 
f~CC0, t,; H2W1. 
Let us now define 
T= t,. 
Thus given h E A and letting f be the solution to (l.la) which results from 
using h in the right side of (1.1 b), one can define the mapping 
G(h) =J: 
From our preceding results it is clear that 
G(A)c A. 
It is next shown that G is a contraction. Let h, he A and 
G(h)=f 
G(h) =J: 
From (l.la) one obtains an equation for f -f and by integrating in X, u, 
and t one gets 
Ilf-fII;,&)= -2idi,“(Elhl-EChl)+ux(Blhl-BChl) 
. V,f( f -f ) dx du di 
For 0 < t < T and using inequality (5lb) it follows that 
~~,~~~~~‘~II~C~l-~C~lll 0,3 + IPChl - B[hl/o, 3) IIf-f Ih, 6 dt- 
0 
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6 c,(R) L Ill f-fill JOT W[~l -W%,3 + IVW -N~lIlo,J di 
6MW Illf-fill Cj’f Il~-4&)d~di 0 0 
G c,uu L III f-f Ill F sup IV-hllO.6. 
OSr<T 
Thus 
sup II f-f II ;, 6(t) G CAR) L III f-f Ill T sup Ilh - fill 0, &t) 
OG/<T O<f<T 
or 
III f-f III 2 G c2(& L Ill f-f Ill F lllh -h Ill 
Ill S-f Ill G CZ(R) L $ Ill h - fill1 
For T sufficiently small 
2 
c2(R) T < 1. 
The mapping G is a 
a unique fixed point 
contraction mapping from A into A and therefore has 
in A. Let us denote the fixed point asJ: Clearly f is the 
unique solution to (1.1) of class L’[O, T; H3(R,)] n C[O, T; H’(R,)]. By 
Theorem 3.1, f~ C’(R, x [0, T]) and, by Lemma 4.1, f~ W,,,(R,) Vt. 
We note the following fact about the solution to (1.1). If the fields (E, B) 
are of class H3(R3) ‘it, then from Sobolev’s lemma (Lemma 2.1) 
D3E, D3B E L2(R3) 
D’E, D2B E L6( R3) 
D’E, D’B E C(R,). 
As a result of inequalities (3.10), (4.4), and (4.6), the solution, f, has these 
same properties but where the underlying space is now R,, i.e., 
D3f~ L,(Rd 
D2f~LdbJ 
D1f~ C( R6). 
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Thus due to the structure of the transport equation (l.la) embedding 
qualities of the field defined on R, are transmitted to the distribution 
function defined on R,. 
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